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WELCOME MESSAGE  

 

It is our great pleasure to welcome you to Tokyo, Japan for attending the  2020 9th 

International Conference on Information and Electronics Engineering (ICIEE 2020) and 

2020 3rd International Conference on Mechatronics, Control and Robotics (ICMCR 2020). 

This event will provide a unique opportunity for international scholars, researchers and 

practitioners who are working in the field of information and electronics engineering, 

mechatronics, control and robotics to get together and share their latest research 

findings and results. The joint conference is co-organized by IJIEE and JOACE, and 

technically sponsored by IJEETC, IJMERR, Tokyo University of Science, Fukuoka Institute 

of Technology, and CISCO networking Academy. 

We’re confident that over the two days you’ll get the theoretical grounding, practical 

knowledge, and personal contacts that will help you build long-term, profitable and 

sustainable communication among researchers and practitioners working in a wide 

variety of scientific areas with a common interest in information and electronics 

engineering, as well as mechatronics, control and robotics. 

On behalf of all the conference committees, we would like to thank all the authors for 

your contribution as well as the technical program committee members and external 

reviewers. Their high competence, enthusiasm, valuable time and expertise knowledge, 

enabled us to prepare the high-quality final program and helped to make the conference 

become a successful event. 

We truly hope this conference will provide each one of you with not only a good platform 

for networking opportunities and interactions with other delegates from both the 

academics and industry, but also a memorable experience of your stay in Tokyo, Japan. At 

last, we appreciate your participation and support. 

 

 

Conference Chair 

Prof. Akashi Shigeo 

February 15, 2020 
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VENUE INFORMATION 

Morito Memorial Hall (Tokyo University of Science) 

森戸記念館 (東京理科大学) 

https://www.tus.ac.jp/facility/morito/ 

Address: 2 Kagurazaka 4-2-2, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162-8601, Japan 

地址: 東京都新宿区神楽坂 4-2-2 

Tel.: +81-(0)3-5225-1033（B1F） 

 

Access Map: 
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How to get to Morito Memorial Hall (Tokyo University of Science) 

The Morito Memorial Hall is located in a few minutes walking distance from Iidabashi 

Station, which is accessible via the JR Sobu Line (and also by the Tokyo Metro Yurakucho, 

Tozai, and Namboku Lines, and the Toei Oedo Line). 

From Narita Airport 

Take the JR Narita Express train to Tokyo Station. Transfer to the JR Chuo Line (express), 

and take it to Ochanomizu Station. Transfer to the JR Sobu Line and take it to Iidabashi 

Station.  

Travel time: about 1 hour 55 minutes. 

From Haneda Airport 

Take the Tokyo Monorail Line to Hamamatsucho Station. Transfer to the JR Yamanote 

Line / Keihin-Tohoku Line and take it to Akihabara Station. Transfer to the JR Sobu Line 

and take it to Iidabashi Station.  

Travel time: about 45 minutes. 

From Tokyo Station 

Take the JR Chuo Line to Ochanomizu Station. Transfer to the JR Sobu Line and take it to 

Iidabashi Station.  

Travel time: about 10 minutes. 

 

Safety Instructions: 

• Please wear your conference badge (which you can get from the conference reception at 

the conference venue) during the whole time of the conference.  

• Please keep your conference badge safe and don't lend it to anyone else. You'll not be 

allowed to enter the conference rooms without wearing your conference badge. 

• Please don't leave your personal belongings unattended in the conference rooms. You 

are responsible for your belongings at all times. When leaving your seat, please take your 

valuable things with you. 
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LOCAL INFORMATION 

Time: UTC/GMT+9 

Weather 

Tokyo is Japan's capital and the world's most populous metropolis. In February, there are 

no or few crowds, and it’s the most ideal time to take advantage of Japan’s many hot 

spring resorts. Winter is not super freezing, but the lack of insulation in Japanese 

buildings can make it difficult to ever feel warm. The average temperature of February in 

Tokyo is 2°C (36°F) ~ 10°C (50°F). 

Banks and Foreign Exchange 

Yen is the currency of Japan. Banknotes are available in 1,000, 2,000 (very rare), 5,000, 

and 10,000 denominations. Coins come in 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, and 500 yen. Take note 

that the 1 and 5 yen coins are not accepted by vending machines.  

In Tokyo, currency exchange is available through Public Exchange areas, ATM, and money 

vending machines at airports, hotels, malls, and selected convenience stores. 

Public Transportation in Tokyo 

Tokyo is covered by a dense network of train, subway and bus lines. The train lines 

operated by JR East and the subway lines are most convenient for moving around central 

Tokyo. Prepaid IC cards, day passes, one-way ticket are all allowed taking the JR and 

subway. Two types of IC cards are available for purchase in Tokyo: Suica cards at JR 

stations and Pasmo cards at non-JR stations. 

Tourist Information Centers 

The Tokyo Metropolitan Government operates Tokyo Tourist Information Centers at five 

locations in the metropolitan area, providing practical advice along with the latest tourist 

information for visitors to the city. 

Tokyo Metropolitan Government: 03-5321-3077 Keisei Ueno: 03-3836-3471 

Shinjuku Expressway Bus Terminal: 03-6274-8192 Tama: 042-527-8611 

Haneda Airport: 03-6428-0653  

 

Emergency Numbers 

Police: 110 

Ambulance/Fire: 119 
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IJIEE INTRODUCTION 

ISSN: 2010-3719 

Frequency: Quarterly 

DOI: 10.18178/IJIEE 

Abstracting/ Indexing: Google Scholar, Electronic Journals 

Library, Crossref and ProQuest, Ei (INSPEC, IET), EBSCO. 

E-mail: ijiee@ejournal.net 

Website: http://www.ijiee.org/ 

IJIEE is an open access journal which focous on publishing original and peer reviewed 

research papers on all aspects of Information and Electronics Engineering. And the topics 

include but not limited to: 

Call for Papers 

Artificial Intelligence 

Bioinformatics 

Software Engineering 

VLSI Design and Fabrication 

Photonic Technologies 

Parallel and Distributed Computing 

Data Mining 

Cryptography 

Algorithms and Data Structures 

Graphs and Combinatorics 

E-commerce and E-learning 

 

QoS Provisioning and Architectures 

Wireless Networking 

Optical Communications 

Channel Coding 

Signal Detection and Estimation 

Audio/Speech Signal Processing 

Embedded Systems 

Reconfigurable Computing 

Computational Electromagnetics 

Radio Propagations 

Integrated Optics  

Prospective authors are kindly invited to submit full text papers including results, tables, 

figures and references. Full text papers (.doc, .pdf) will be accepted via E-mail: 

ijiee@ejournal.net. All submitted articles should report original, previously unpublished 

research results, experimental or theoretical. Articles submitted to the IJIEE should meet 

these criteria and must not be under consideration for publication elsewhere. 

Manuscripts should follow the style of the IJIEE and are subject to both review and editing. 
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JOACE INTRODUCTION 

ISSN: 2301-3702 

Frequency: Semiyearly 

DOI: 10.18178/JOACE 

Abstracting/ Indexing: Google Scholar, Crossref, EBSCO and etc. 

E-mail: joace@ejournal.net 

Website: http://www.joace.org/ 

 

JOACE is an open access journal which focous on publishing original and peer reviewed 

research papers on all aspects of Automation and Control Engineering. And the topics 

include but not limited to: 

Call for Papers 

Adaptive Control 

Agents & Agent-Based Systems 

Biologically Inspired Systems, Control 

Bond Graph Computational Intelligence 

Computer Controlled Systems 

Computing & Communications 

Fault Tolerant Control 

Hybrid Systems 

Industrial Automation, Manufacturing 

Intelligent Control Systems 

Micro and Nano-systems 

 

Networked Control Systems 

Non-linear Systems 

Optimization 

Power Systems 

Education & Training 

Renewable Energy and Sustainability 

Embedded Control Systems 

Robust Control 

Unmanned Systems 

Virtual Reality 

Wireless Sensor Networks 

Prospective authors are kindly invited to submit full text papers including results, tables, 

figures and references. Full text papers (.doc, .pdf) will be accepted via online submission 

system: http://ojs.ejournal.net/index.php/joace/submissions. All submitted articles 

should report original, previously unpublished research results, experimental or 

theoretical. Articles submitted to the JOACE should meet these criteria and must not be 

under consideration for publication elsewhere. Manuscripts should follow the style of the 

JOACE and are subject to both review and editing. 
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IJEETC INTRODUCTION 

ISSN: 2319-2518 

Frequency: Bimonthly 

DOI: 10.18178/IJEETC 

Abstracting/ Indexing: Scopus (since 2017), Google Scholar, 

Crossref, Citefactor, etc. 

E-mail: ijeetc@ejournal.net; ijeetc-contact@ejournal.net 

Website: http://www.ijeetc.com/ 

IJEETC is an open access journal which focous on publishing original and peer reviewed 

research papers on all aspects of Electrical and Electronic Engineering & 

Telecommunications. And the topics include but not limited to: 

Call for Papers 

Analog Circuits 

Digital Circuits 

Mixed Signal Circuits 

Nonlinear Circuits and Systems 

Filters and Data Conversion Circuits 

Biomedical Circuits 

Optoelectronic Photonic Devices 

Power Quality and Grounding 

Maintenance and Operation 

Smart grid Applications and Technologies 

Power Converters Modelling 

Electric Drivers and Application 

Power System & Energy Engineering 

Telecommunications Power Supplies 

Reluctance Machines and Drives 

Piezo and Electrostatic Actuators 

EMC related phenomena 

Intelligent Systems and Approach 

Internet Technologies 

Wireless Communications 

Information Theory and Coding 

Satellite and Space Communications 

 

Prospective authors are kindly invited to submit full text papers including results, tables, 

figures and references. Full text papers (.doc, .pdf) will be accepted via online submission 

system: http://ojs.ejournal.net/index.php/ijeetc/about/submissions. All submitted 

articles should report original, previously unpublished research results, experimental or 

theoretical. Articles submitted to the IJEETC should meet these criteria and must not be 

under consideration for publication elsewhere. Manuscripts should follow the style of the 

IJEETC and are subject to both review and editing. 
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IJMERR INTRODUCTION 

ISSN: 2278-0149 

Frequency: Monthly 

DOI: 10.18178/IJMERR 

Abstracting/ Indexing: Scopus (since 2016), CNKI, Google 

Scholar, Crossref, etc. 

E-mail: ijmerr@vip.163.com 

Website: http://www.ijmerr.com/ 

IJMERR is an open access journal which focous on publishing original and peer reviewed 

research papers on all aspects of Mechanical Engineering and Robotics Research. And 

the topics include but not limited to: 

Call for Papers 

Acoustics  

Analytical Mechanics  

Computational Mechanics  

Combustion and Fuels  

Controls and Dynamics  

Environmental Management  

Heat Transfer and Thermal Power  

I.C. Engines & Automobile Engineering  

Industrial Engineering & Management  

Production Management  

Tribology and Terotechnology  

Active Perception & 3-D Perception  

Artificial Intelligence  

Automatic 3D Buildings Design  

Evolutionary Robotics  

Humanoid Motion Planning  

Legged Locomotion  

Microsensors and Actuators  

Multi-robot Systems  

Neural Decoding Algorithms  

SLAM Algorithms  

Space Robotics 

 

Prospective authors are kindly invited to submit full text papers including results, tables, 

figures and references. Full text papers (.doc, .pdf) will be accepted via E-mail: 

ijmerr@vip.163.com. All submitted articles should report original, previously unpublished 

research results, experimental or theoretical. Articles submitted to the IJMERR should 

meet these criteria and must not be under consideration for publication elsewhere. 

Manuscripts should follow the style of the IJMERR and are subject to both review and 

editing. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRESENTATIONS 

Oral Presentations 

 Time: a maximum of 15 minutes in total, including 12 minutes’ speaking time and 3 

minutes’ for discussion. Please make sure your presentation is well timed. Please 

keep in mind that the program is full and that the speaker after you would like their 

allocated time available to them. 

 You can use USB flash drive (memory stick), make sure you scanned viruses in your 

own computer. Each speaker is required to meet her / his session chair in the 

corresponding session rooms 10 minutes before the session starts and copy the 

slide file (PPT or PDF) to the computer. 

 It is suggested that you email a copy of your presentation to your personal inbox as a 

backup. If for some reason the files can’t be accessed from your flash drive, you will 

be able to download them to the computer from your email. 

 Please note that each session room will be equipped with a LCD projector, screen, 

point device, microphone, and a laptop with general presentation software such as 

Microsoft Power Point and Adobe Reader. Please make sure that your files are 

compatible and readable with our operation system by using commonly used fronts 

and symbols. If you plan to use your own computer, please try the connection and 

make sure it works before your presentation. 

 Movies: If your Power Point files contain movies please make sure that they are well 

formatted and connected to the main files. 

Poster Presentations 

 Maximum poster size is 36 inches wide by 48 inches high (3ft.x4ft.) 

 Posters are required to be condensed and attractive. The characters should be large 

enough so that they are visible from 1 meter apart. 

 Please note that during your poster session, the author should stay by your poster 

paper to explain and discuss your paper with visiting delegates. 

Dress Code 

 Please wear formal clothes or national characteristics of clothing. 
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PROGRAM AT A GLANCE 

February 

22, 2020 

(Saturday) 

10:00am-

05:00pm 
Arrival and Registration 

Meeting Room 2 

(2nd floor) 

February 

23, 2020 

(Sunday) 

09:30am-

09:35am 

Opening Remark: 

Prof. Akashi Shigeo 

Tokyo University of Science, Tokyo, Japan  

Meeting Room 1 

(2nd floor) 

09:35am-

10:15am 

Keynote Speech I: The Development of a 

Non-Thermal Food Processing System 

Utilizing Underwater Shockwaves 

Prof. Kei Eguchi 

Fukuoka Institute of Technology, Japan 

Meeting Room 1 

(2nd floor) 

10:15am-

10:40am 
Coffee Break & Group Photo Foyer 

10:40am-

11:20am 

Plenary Speech: Experimental and 

Numerical Study on Longitudinal Bow in Cold 

Roll Forming for AA5052 Material 

Prof. Dong-Won Jung 

Jeju National University, Republic of Korea 

Meeting Room 1 

(2nd floor) 

11:20am-

12:00am 

Keynote Speech II: How the Leakage of 

Private Information Can Be Brought about 

through the E-mail Spoofing 

Prof. Akashi Shigeo 

Tokyo University of Science, Tokyo, Japan 

Meeting Room 1 

(2nd floor) 

12:00pm-

01:30pm 
Lunch  

Dining Hall in Eighth 

Building (2nd floor) 

01:30pm-

03:15pm 

Session One: Image and Information 

Processing 

Chair: Prof. Kei Eguchi 

Meeting Room 1 

(2nd floor) 

Session Two: Robots and Artificial 

Intelligence 

Chair: Assoc. Prof. Rafał Grądzki  

Meeting Room 3 

(2nd floor) 

03:15pm-

03:45pm 
Coffee Break Foyer 

03:45pm-

06:00pm 

Session Three: Communication and 

Information System 

Chair: Prof. Satoru Ohta 

Meeting Room 1 

(2nd floor) 

Session Four: Mechanical Design and 

System Control Technology 

Chair: Prof. Dong-Won Jung 

Meeting Room 3 

(2nd floor) 

06:00pm-

08:00pm 
Dinner 

Dining Hall in Eighth 

Building (2nd floor) 

February 

24, 2020 

(Monday) 

07:30am-

06:30pm 
Tokyo City Tour  
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 

 

  
 

Prof. Kei Eguchi 

Department of Information Electronics, Fukuoka Institute of Technology, 

Japan 
 

Biography: Kei Eguchi was born in Saga, Japan in 1972. He received the B.Eng., the M. 
Eng., and the D.Eng. Degree from Kumamoto University, Kumamoto, Japan in 1994, 
1996, and 1999, respectively. His research interests include nonlinear dynamical 
systems, intelligent circuits and systems, and low-voltage analog integrated circuits. From 
1999 to 2006, he was an Associate Professor and a Lecturer in Kumamoto National 
College of Technology. From 2006 to 2012, he was an Associate Professor in Shizuoka 
University. In 2012, he joined the faculty of Fukuoka Institute of Technology, where he is 

now a Professor. Prof. Dr. Eguchi received JTL-AEME2013 Best Paper Award, ICTEEP2013 
Best Session Paper Award, 2010 Takayanagi Research Encourage Award, 2010 Paper 
Award of Japan Society of Technology Education, ICICIC2009 Best Paper Award, and 
ICINIS2009 Outstanding Contribution Award. He is a senior member of IEEJ and a 
member of IEICE, INASS, and JSTE. 

 

Speech Title: “The Development of a Non-Thermal Food Processing System 

Utilizing Underwater Shockwaves” 

Abstract: In aging society, non-thermal food processing has been receiving much 
attention to provide nutritious and fresh foods for elderly person. In past studies, several 
attempts have already been undertaken to develop cost-effective non-thermal food 
processing systems. This paper presents the design of non-thermal food processing 
system utilizing an underwater shockwave. Unlike existing techniques such as cold 
plasma, high voltage arc discharge, etc., the non-thermal food processing utilizing an 
underwater shockwave is known as a cost-effective technique, because it can be realized 
by using a high voltage multiplier, a pressure vessel, a high-voltage switch and a big 
capacitor. However, this method suffers from slow processing speed and high stress to 
the big capacitor. To overcome these problems, we develop a novel multiple electrode 
pairs with movable metal wires. By utilizing multiple electrode pairs with movable metal 
wires, the voltage level for generating underwater shockwaves can be reduced. 
Furthermore, the target food can be crushed by only one electric discharge. In other 
words, the proposed technique can improve the capacitor stress and charging time. The 
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experiments using a laboratory prototype demonstrated that the proposed system 
outperforms existing systems. 

 

 
 

  

 

Prof. Akashi Shigeo 

Tokyo University of Science, Tokyo, Japan 

 

Biography: Shigeo Akashi was certified as a Ph.D. holder by Tokyo Institute of Technology 
in 1987 and he is now a professor at Tokyo University of Science. He was the chair 
professor at the Department of Information Sciences at this university from 2015 through 
2016. He was also an visiting researcher at Rome II University in 1994 and was an 
associate professor at Southern Illinois University in 2000. As for the academic and 
educational activities, he has been a member of Experts Committee Leading Scientific 
Education for Japanese Senior High Schools authorized by Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology attached to Japanese Government since 2016. He is 
interested in the interdisciplinary research area ranging from applied mathematics 
through information sciences. As for the research activity on applied mathematics, in 
2003, he solved the analytic function version of Hilbert's 13th problem, which was known 
as an open problem derived from the 13th problems belonging to the 23 problems which 

was introduced by Professor David Hilbert in 1900 and would play important roles in 
directing mathematics in the future. Since his research work on Hilbert's 13th problem 
proved to be related to the theory of data compression, he was nominated as an invited 
speaker in Asian Mathematical Conference 2013, which is the second largest 
international conference on mathematics and was held in Korea in 2013. Moreover, he 
was a member of Scientific Committee for Asian Conference on Nonlinear Analysis and 
Optimization which was officially approved as a satellite international conference of 
International Congress of Mathematicians 2014. As for the research activity on 
information science, he has been being certified as Distinguished Cisco Certified Active 
Instructor Approved by Cisco Networking Academy since 2012, which is administrated by 
Cisco Systems. Moreover, he was awarded 2018 APSCIT Fellowship by Asia Pacific 
Society for Computing and Information Technology. His joint research work with RKC 
Instruments Co. Ltd., namely the largest company in all Japanese companies producing 
temperature-measuring instruments, which is named as "An algorithm for discriminating 
the inside of a closed curve from the outside" was accepted as Patent ID.4760768 by 
Japan Patent Office attached to the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry attached to 
Japanese Government in 2011. 
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Speech Title: “How the Leakage of Private Information Can Be Brought about 

through the E-mail Spoofing” 

Abstract: It is not well known that a large amount of personal information has been 
intentionally leaked and wiretapped through the e-mail spoofing, because it is difficult for 
us to solve the problem asking what kinds of network structures the e-mail spoofing 
frequently occurs on. In the former part of this talk, we present an example which can 
become an answer to this problem. Exactly speaking, if we assume that there exist two 
network segments, which are geographically separated from each other and assigned 
172.16.0.0/22 and 172.16.0.0/23 for their network addresses, respectively, then we 
see that leakage of private information can be brought about by abusing the e-mail 
spoofing on this network layer protocols. In the latter half of this talk, we discuss another 
analogous problem which has been derived from such the problem as stated above. 
Exactly speaking, we discuss the problem asking troublesome relations between two 
network segments, which are geographically separated from each other, in spite that they 
share 172.16.0.0/22 with each other. 
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PLENARY SPEAKER 

 

 

 

Prof. Dong-Won Jung 

Jeju National University, Republic of Korea 
 

Biography: Professor Dong-Won Jung is a full professor from Jeju National University, 
which is one of Ten National Universities in Korea. Professor Dong-Won Jung works in 
School of Mechanical Engineering. He has rich experience in metal forming field. He is a 
professional reviewer of plenty Journals, such as KSME (Korean Society of Mechanical 
Engineers), KSPE (Korean Society for Precision Engineering), KSTP (Korean Society for 
Technology of Plasticity), KSAE (Korean Society for Automobile Engineers), Journal of 
Ocean Engineering and Technology, Journal of Korea Society for Power System 
Engineering, the Korean Journal of CAE, etc. He also has lot of publications and academic 
conference experiences.   

 

Speech Title: “Experimental and Numerical Study on Longitudinal Bow in 

Cold Roll Forming for AA5052 Material” 

Abstract: Roll forming is a plastic forming process in which sheets of different thickness is 
passed through a series of roll stand to get its desired shapes. Many types of materials 
can be deformed using roll forming such as steel, iron, copper, aluminum and titanium 

which can be used for the manufacturing of automobiles and aircrafts structures. Roll 
forming is a die less process, which is cost-effective and more flexible, especially for 
small-scale production. Due to the flexibility of this process, the formed product has some 
time shape defects, the most common of which is longitudinal bow. In this paper, 
combination of numerical simulation and experimentation of Aluminum Alloy 5052 for 
longitudinal bow reduction has been studied for U-shape sections by using UBECO PROFIL 
and LS-DYNA software. Supporting stand is used in the experiment for the study of 
longitudinal bow height, which is significantly reduced with the application of supporting 
stand.  
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CONTENT OF SESSIONS 

Note: Please find out which session your paper is included in and arrive at the session room at 

least 10 minutes before the session starts to copy your PPT or PDF presentation file into the 

laptop which has been set up in the room. 

 

Session 1: Image and Information Processing 

Paper ID Authors Title Page No. 

EE021 

Apirak Worrakantapon, 

Wattana Pongsena, Kittisak 

Kerdprasop, Nittaya 

Kerdprasop 

Real-time Human Detection in a 

Restricted Area for Safety in Truck 

Dumper Control System Using Deep 

Learning 

17 

EE006 
Ching-Chuan Wei, Pei-Yi Su, 

Shu-Ting Chen 

Comparison of the LoRa Image 

Transmission Efficiency Based on 

Different Encoding Methods 

18 

EE031 

Anupong Banjongkan, 

Watthana Pongsena, Nittaya 

Kerdprasop, Kittisak 

Kerdprasop 

A Study of Job Failure Prediction at 

Job Submit-state and Job Start-state 

in High-Performance Computing 

System: Using Decision Tree 

Algorithms 

18 

EE025 
Pierre Pauline R. Abesamis, 

Remedios de Dios Bulos, 

Michelle Ching 

Improving Aviation Incidents using 

Association Rule Mining Algorithm 

and Time Series Analysis 

19 

EE026 
Vorapoj Patanavijit, Kornkamol 

Thakulsukanant 

Comprehensive Efficiency Analysis of 

Image Reconstruction Algorithm 

Based on TTSD Filter under Impulsive 

Noise Channel 

20 

EE023 
Isaman Sangbamrung, 

Panchalee Praneetpholkrang, 

Sarunya Kanjanawattana 

A Novel Automatic Method for 

Cassava Disease Classification using 

Deep Learning 

20 

EE007 
Darun Kesrarat, Vorapoj 

Patanavijit 

Experimental Analysis of Non-

Gaussian Noise Opposition Regional-

Based Optical Flow with Adaptive-

Lorentzian Norm Influence Function 

21 
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Session 2: Robots and Artificial Intelligence 

Paper ID Authors Title Page No. 

MR008 
Paulina Łapińska, Marcin 

Dziubek, Łukasz Kotarski, 

Rafał Grądzki 

Research of Various Magnetic Systems 

Used in Autonomous MegaSumo 

Robots 

22 

MR006  
Sabah Al-Fedaghi, Manar 

AlSaraf 

Thinging the Robotic Architectural 

Structure 
22 

MR009 
Mateusz Święcki, Józef 

Szymelewicz, Jerzy 

Matusiewicz, Rafał Grądzki 

Tests of Selected Sensors Applicable 

in Autonomous Mini Sumo Robots 
23 

MR007-A Cheng-Lin Liu 

Average-seeking with Connectivity 

Preservation for Multiple Mobile 

Robots 

23 

MR019 

Kazuya Miyakawa, Takuya 

Kanda, Jun Ohya, Hiroyuki 

Ogata, Kenji Hashimoto, Atsuo 

Takanishi 

Automatic Estimation of the Position 

and Orientation of Stairs to Be 

Reached and Climbed by a Disaster 

Response Robot by Analyzing 2D 

Image and 3D Point Cloud 

24 

MR011 

Jakub Czygier, Przemysław 

Dąbrowski, Robert Grabowy, 

Maciej Rećko, Kazimierz 

Dzierżek 

Autonomous Searching Robot with 

Object Recognition Based on Neural 

Networks 

24 

MR021 
Takuya Kanda, Li Qi, Jun Ohya, 

Atsuo Takanishi, Hiroyuki 

Ogata ,Kenji Hshimoto 

Estimating the Orientation of 3D-

Structured Switches Using the RGB-D 

Camera Attached to a Disaster 

Response Robot 

25 
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Session 3: Communication and Information System 

Paper ID Authors Title Page No. 

EE011 Satoru Ohta 

TCP Throughput Achieved by a Folded 

Clos Network Controlled by Different 

Flow Diffusion Algorithms 

26 

EE018 
P. Phonkitiphan, R. Kaewon, K. 

Pancharoen, P. Silapan, O. 

Watcharakitchakorn 

Design of Graphene-based Annular 

Ring Microstrip Antenna Using Short-

pin Technique for Dual Band 

Applications 

26 

EE009 
David W. H. A. da Silva, Carlos 

Paz de Araujo, Edward Chow 

An Efficient Homomorphic Data 

Encoding With Multiple Secret Hensel 

Codes 

27 

EE017 
Yasutaka Igarashi, Shun 

Nakazawa, Toshinobu Kaneko 

Differential Cryptanalysis of Block 
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SESSION 1 

Image and Information Processing 

01:30pm-03:15pm 

Venue: Meeting Room 1 (2nd floor) 

Chair: Prof. Kei Eguchi 

Fukuoka Institute of Technology, Japan 

 

EE021 

 

01:30pm-01:45pm  

Real-time Human Detection in a Restricted Area for Safety in Truck 

Dumper Control System Using Deep Learning 

Apirak Worrakantapon, Wattana Pongsena, Kittisak Kerdprasop, 

Nittaya Kerdprasop 

Suranaree University of Technology, Thailand 

Abstract: A process to receive raw materials from suppliers in an animal feed industry 

utilizes both automatic and semi-automatic machine control systems. The process called 

“truck dumper system” is the procedure that the suppliers provide raw materials carried 

by trucks; then, their tailgates open, and the raw materials are discharged by raising front 

end part of a truck to gather raw materials in a collection area. In general, the truck 

dumper system has been controlled manually by staff in a control room, not by a truck 

driver. However, serious accidents may occur during the process because when the 

dumper lifts up, the staff's vision has been blocked by the raised part of a truck. 

Therefore, if the staff controls the dumper to lift down by lacking safety awareness, 

people in the restricted area can be endangered. In this study, we proposed a framework 

of automatic human detection to prevent any accident that may occur from the truck 

dumper in the restricted area. The human detection model was developed to detect 
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humans possibly in different blind corners that are difficult for staff in a control room to 

monitor these unseen areas for safety-awareness. The main technology of the proposed 

framework was the real-time human detection with fully convolutional neural network 

architecture called You Only Look Once, or YOLO. The framework has been designed to 

send a signal to terminate the truck dumper system immediately after the model detects 

people in the restricted area. In experiments, we discovered that the model could detect 

a human in all blind corners, including the corners that the staff's sight was completely 

bloacked by some barriers. The overall efficiency of this framework in an aspect of speed 

was high. The average time to process per image was 397 milliseconds by using CPUs 

and only 52 milliseconds by using GPUs. The results also showed that the model was 

effectively applicable to detect human in real-time due to its high-speed process. 

 

EE006  

 

01:45pm-02:00pm  

Comparison of the LoRa Image Transmission Efficiency Based on 

Different Encoding Methods 

Ching-Chuan Wei, Pei-Yi Su, Shu-Ting Chen 

Chaoyang University of Technology, Taiwan 

Abstract: The booming Internet of Things (IoT) can be seen in all areas of daily life. In the 

traditional wireless sensing network technology, there are difficult factors such as 

insufficient transmission distance or high power consumption. The emergence of LoRa 

(Long Range) technology has broken the difficult factors of traditional wireless sensing 

network technology. Due to the demand for image in IoT applications, the LoRa 

technology of low data rate will be designed to transmit the image of high data quantity in 

this paper. Different encoding methods will influence the transmitted file size and the 

transmission efficiency. Two major encoding methods are presented to conduct the 

comparison experiment of image transmission efficiency. PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise 

Ratio), SSIM index (Structural Similarity Index) and transmission time are used to 

evaluate the image transmission efficiency under different encoding method. 

 

EE031 

 

02:00pm-02:15pm  

A Study of Job Failure Prediction at Job Submit-state and Job Start-

state in High-Performance Computing System: Using Decision Tree 

Algorithms 

Anupong Banjongkan, Watthana Pongsena, Nittaya Kerdprasop, 

Kittisak Kerdprasop 

Suranaree University of Technology, Thailand 
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Abstract: In High-Performance Computing (HPC) system, job failure is a major problem 

because it means the losses in computation time, resources, and power. Job failure also 

degrades significantly overall efficiency of the HPC system. In this paper, we propose two 

sets of models to predict job failure at two points of submission: job submit-state and job 

start-state. The models can be used as guiding tools for HPC-user to make efficient 

decision on managing their job submisison on the HPC system. The tools are thus for 

improving the efficiency of the HPC system at the job level. In the evaluation stage, we 

conduct a comparative study in order to compare performance of the job failure 

predictive models developed based on the decision-tree induction techniques including 

C5.0, Classification and Regression Tree (CART), and Chi-square Automatic Interaction 

Detector (CHAID). The datasets used for training and testing the models are the two 

workload logs collected from the HPC system at the National Electronics and Computer 

Technology Center (NECTEC), Thailand, and the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), 

USA. To predict failure at the job submit-state and at the job start-state, the results show 

that the models built from C5.0 algorithm provide the highest accuracy of prediction 

(around 85% for the NECTEC dataset and 87% for the LANL dataset). The experimental 

results regarding prediction at different job states reveal that failure forecasting at the job 

start-state is slightly more accurate than making prediction at the job submit-state 

(accuracy improvement is around 1.45% for the NECTEC dataset and 0.46% for the LANL 

dataset). However, when considering both criteria of the performance of the models and 

the overhead of job waiting time, job failure prediction modeling at the job submit-state 

provides the best efficiency. 

 

EE025 

 

02:15pm-02:30pm  

Improving Aviation Incidents using Association Rule Mining Algorithm 

and Time Series Analysis 

Pierre Pauline R. Abesamis, Remedios de Dios Bulos, Michelle Ching 

De La Salle University, Philippines 

Abstract: Advance technology helps to forecast and show the different hazards 

associated in the world of transportation systems. However, despite the said rapid 

advancement to technology there are still huge number of aviation accidents happened. 

As such it is crucial that new technologies be continually developed to ensure safe mode 

of transportation and to avoid having aviation unforeseen accidents.  In the Philippines, 

this is under the monitoring of Department of Transportation (DOTr) with its attached 

agency Civil Aviation Authority of the Philippines (CAAP). They are currently using the 

“Philippine Aviation Incident Reporting System (PAIRS)” on which its objective is to 

promote accident prevention by analysis of safety data. The aviation accident and 

incident cases within the span of year 2008-2017 which were collected using the PAIRS 

for all the location within the Philippines. Also, there are still challenges identifying the 

associated factors of incidents that can help prevent aviation accidents. Data Analytics is 

gained by extracting, categorizing and analyzing of data. In this paper, it will use 

Association Rule Mining using FP-Growth algorithms will be used to identify frequent 

accident and incident patterns to help from a preventive action. In addition, there would 

be analysis of various time series forecasting methods such as Linear Regression, 
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Gaussian Processes, Multilayer Perceptron, and SMOreg to predict one-year future trend 

of aviation accident. With the help of Data Analytics, it is a technique to create possible 

important points in improving the aviation operation in the country, to assists in better 

decision-making, and to help create a policy and future improvement for aviation-safety 

related issues in the country. 

 

EE026 

 

02:30pm-02:45pm  

Comprehensive Efficiency Analysis of Image Reconstruction Algorithm 

Based on TTSD Filter under Impulsive Noise Channel 

Vorapoj Patanavijit, Kornkamol Thakulsukanant 

Assumption University of Thailand, Thailand 

Abstract: Under impulsive noise channel, the transmitted digital image is traditionally 

contaminated by an impulsive noise therefore numerous outlier suppressing algorithms 

were researched for suppressing an impulsive noise, especially the Fix-Valued Impulse 

Noise (FVIN). As a result, this analytical work focuses to evaluate the overall performance 

of outlier suppressing algorithms based on TTSD filter because the TTSD filter is one of 

the modern efficient outlier suppressing algorithms under impulsive noise channel, 

especially at great density that has been developed since 2018. From algorithmic 

concept of TTSD filter, the first complementary condition is initially implemented for 

improving the drawback of previous outlier suppressing methods. In addition, the outlier 

pattern is indicated from every pixels and stochastically inspected by using the 1st 

threshold to identify noisy pixels and, later, inspected by using the 2nd threshold, which 

are based on both Gaussian statistical dispersion (mean and standard deviation), and 

3rd threshold, which are based on quartile dispersion (median). In our simulated 

evaluation, numerous contaminated well-known portraits, which are constituted of 

Resolution, Girl, Lena, Pepper, Mobile, Baboon, House, Airplane and Pentagon under Fix-

Valued Impulse Noise (FVIN) with numerous noise intensities, are used to evaluate the 

outlier detecting performance, non-outlier detecting performance and overall detecting 

 

 

EE023 

 

02:45pm-03:00pm  

A Novel Automatic Method for Cassava Disease Classification using 

Deep Learning 

Isaman Sangbamrung, Panchalee Praneetpholkrang, Sarunya 

Kanjanawattana 

Suranaree University of Technology, Thailand 

Abstract: Cassava is an important Thai industrial crop. Thailand is a leader in cassava 

production; therefore, the large volume of cassava has been produced and exported from 
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Thailand. However, cassava disease is the main factor to reduce cassava production and 

directly affects farmers' income. In this study, we aimed to introduce a novel method to 

automatic cassava disease classification by using deep learning algorithms. An input data 

was a collection of cassava leaves images containing five different classes, i.e., healthy, 

Cassava brown streak virus disease (cbsd), Cassava Bacterial Blight (cbb), Cassava green 

mite (cgm) and Cassava mosaic disease (cmd). Notwithstanding, we focused on the cbsd 

only in this study forasmuch as this disease has a high impact on the production. We 

conducted an experiment to evaluate method performance. Our system provided 

reasonable performance. The accuracy and F-measure of the system were 0.96. This is 

evidence that our system is applicable to efficiently classify the cassava diseases 

automatically. In future works, we will investigate an appropriate solution to classify other 

diseases of cassava. 

 

EE007 

 

03:00pm-03:15pm  

Experimental Analysis of Non-Gaussian Noise Opposition Regional-

Based Optical Flow with Adaptive-Lorentzian Norm Influence Function 

Darun Kesrarat, Vorapoj Patanavijit 

Assumption University, Thailand 

Abstract: Because of the motion vector is an important result of optical flow. Noise is one 

of the major problems that interfere with the quality in the computation of optical flow. 

Several noisy stipulations may also motive the humiliating end result in optical flow 

models. We determine up to expectation many aces optical flow fashions function greater 

result under the noisy circumstance when blended together with the modern-day 

optimized model. We adopt the adaptive-Lorentzian norm having an effect on the 

characteristic to the regional-based optical flow for achieving the satisfactory sturdy 

models of optical flow for better noise opposition. We present the better non-Gaussian 

noise opposition with adaptation over the regional -based optical flow as a filtering form 

in simple stage via stage interaction technique. The performance is proved with the by 

testing on numerous general examined dataset with editions in mobility speed and the 

simulation examined dataset are contaminated by using quite a few kinds of the non-

Gaussian noise. The objective dimension (PSNR) is implied to show the very high 

effectiveness of noise opposition in this paper. 
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SESSION 2 

Robots and Artificial Intelligence 

01:30pm-03:15pm 

Venue: Meeting Room 3 (2nd floor) 

Chair: Assoc. Prof. Rafał Grądzki 

Bialystok University of Technology, Poland 

 

MR008 

 

01:30pm-01:45pm  

Research of Various Magnetic Systems Used in Autonomous 

MegaSumo Robots 

Paulina Łapińska, Marcin Dziubek, Łukasz Kotarski, Rafał Grądzki 

Bialystok University of Technology, Poland 

Abstract: The paper is continuation of work on research of magnetic systems used in 

MegaSumo robots. The article describes comparative research of two configurations of 

neodymium magnets arrangement. The tests were carried out for the common attraction 

of magnet sets. Two versions of magnet arrangement were compared - the first version 

was arranged in an alternating polarization configuration of magnets, while the second 

was arranged to create a Halbach array. The tests included simulations in the COMSOL 

program and tests on the MTS 858 TABLE TOP SYSTEM machine. 

 

MR006 

 

01:45pm-02:00pm  

Thinging the Robotic Architectural Structure 

Sabah Al-Fedaghi, Manar AlSaraf 

Kuwait University, Kuwait 

Abstract: Robot architecture refers to the architectural structure of a system and its 

subsystems and how those subsystems interact. From the modeling point of view, the 

architecture is the conceptual model that defines the structure, behavior, and other 

aspects of a system. This paper proposes the adaptation of a recent modeling technique, 

thinging machine (TM), to develop a high-level neutral (no hardware or software) 

description of robot architecture. Using the TM, several robot projects from the literature 
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are remodeled and an actual robot case study is redesigned. The results point to the 

viability of applying the TM in robotics. 

 

MR009 

 

02:00pm-02:15pm  

Tests of Selected Sensors Applicable in Autonomous Mini Sumo 

Robots 

Mateusz Święcki, Józef Szymelewicz, Jerzy Matusiewicz, Rafał Grądzki 

Bialystok University of Technology, Poland 

Abstract: The purpose of this article is to compare 3 selected sensors commonly used in 

sumo robots for their ability to detect objects with 3 different surfaces: white, black and 

reflective. They have been tested on a special measuring stand with the possibility of 

changing the inclination of the tested surface in the vertical axis (range from 0 ° to 50 °) 

and in the horizontal axis (range from -45 ° to 45 °). The range of the tested distance is 

80 cm, with subsequent measurements being made every 5 cm. Research results are 

presented in the form of charts and descriptions. The measurement results allowed to 

determine which sensor has the highest detectability. Finally, each sensor was 

summarized by listing their pros and cons, taking into account the aforementioned 

detectability, price and size of the housing compared to the size of the robot itself. 

 

MR007-A 

 

02:15pm-02:30pm  

Average-seeking with Connectivity Preservation for Multiple Mobile 

Robots 

Cheng-Lin Liu 

Jiangnan University, China 

Abstract: Consider a network of multiple mobile robots with each robot obtaining a 

reference position, and the control objective is that all the robots reach the average-value 

of the robots' different reference positions asymptotically in a distributed control manner 

while the whole network maintains the topology connectivity. Thus, this problem is 

defined as the average-seeking problem of reference positions with connectivity 

preservation. Based on a constructive potential function, we propose a proportional-

integral average-seeking algorithm, which make the robots seek the average value of 

reference positions as well as the network connectivity is preserved all the time. By 

designing the proper Lyapunov functions, sufficient convergence conditions in the form of 
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linear matrix inequalities are obtained. Numerical examples illustrate the correctness of 

theoretical results. 

 

MR019 

 

02:30pm-02:45pm  

Automatic Estimation of the Position and Orientation of Stairs to Be 

Reached and Climbed by a Disaster Response Robot by Analyzing 2D 

Image and 3D Point Cloud 

Kazuya Miyakawa, Takuya Kanda, Jun Ohya, Hiroyuki Ogata, Kenji 

Hashimoto, Atsuo Takanishi 

Waseda University, Japan 

Abstract: In order to realize a disaster response robot that can reach and climb straight 

stairs within a certain range, this paper proposes a method for estimating the position 

and orientation of the stairs using 2D image and 3D point cloud. In this method, first, an 

object detection method is applied to an RGB image, and a 3D point cloud including 

stairs is extracted by combining the detection result and the 3D point cloud. Next, a 3D 

point cloud of a step candidate is extracted by applying plane estimation and region 

segmentation to the extracted 3D point cloud. The 3D point cloud of the step candidate is 

projected on a 2D plane, and the orientation of the stairs is estimated by detecting their 

contour and lines. In addition, the position of the stairs is estimated by searching for a 

combination of 3D point clouds of the step candidates located at equal intervals using 

the structural characteristics of the stairs. As a result of simulation using a disaster 

response robot WAREC-1, it was confirmed that the orientation of the stairs can be 

accurately estimated by the proposed method. It was also confirmed that the position 

could be accurately estimated under specific conditions. 

 

MR011 

 

02:45pm-03:00pm  

Autonomous Searching Robot with Object Recognition Based on 

Neural Networks  

Jakub Czygier, Przemysław Dąbrowski, Robert Grabowy, Maciej Rećko, 

Kazimierz Dzierżek 

Bialystok University of Technology, Poland 

Abstract: The presented paper describes the design and implementation process of a six-

wheeled autonomous robotic platform. The device is equipped with advanced object 

recognition algorithms based on neural networks. It is low cost and easy to build a device 

capable of roving in varied terrain. It is ideal for scouting missions, or mapping visited 

areas. Following a brief introduction into the explored topic, a design process of a 

considered robot. Mechanical, electronic and onboard sensory systems are found in the 
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next part of the article. The following section consists of a description of the control and 

navigation approach used in our system.  Then, YOLO object recognition algorithm is 

explained, followed by a proposed experiment to validate its abilities. Set of tasks were 

given to the robot, that had to complete them autonomously. Results are highly satisfying. 

The YOLO algorithm proved useful in object recognition providing crucial data required 

during autonomous drive mode. 

 

MR021 

 

03:00pm-03:15pm  

Estimating the Orientation of 3D-Structured Switches Using the RGB-D 

Camera Attached to a Disaster Response Robot 

Takuya Kanda, Li Qi, Jun Ohya, Atsuo Takanishi, Hiroyuki Ogata ,Kenji 

Hshimoto 

Waseda University, Japan 

Abstract: Towards the actualization of autonomous switch operation method for the 

disaster response robot, it is necessary to estimate the position and orientation of the 

switch in the site. This paper proposes a method for estimating switch orientation 

information based on the RGB-D sensor information attached to the disaster response 

robot. The flow of the proposed method in this paper consists of the following three 

stages. (1) Acquisition of RGB-D information of the switch area using the detection result 

of YOLOv3. (2) Position estimation of switch operation part by CNN from RGB-D 

information of switch area. (3) Estimation of switch orientation information using switch 

operation part position information and information on wall plane on which the switch 

exists.  In the experiment, the proposed method was applied to three types of switch 

boxes, and the calculation results of the orientation information were evaluated. It was 

found from the experimental results that the calculation with sufficient accuracy is 

possible. 

 

 

 

03:15pm-03:45pm 
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SESSION 3 

Communication and Information System 

03:45pm-05:45pm 

Venue: Meeting Room 1 (2nd floor) 

Chair: Prof. Satoru Ohta 

Toyama Prefectural University, Japan 

 

EE011 

 

03:45pm-04:00pm  

TCP Throughput Achieved by a Folded Clos Network Controlled by 

Different Flow Diffusion Algorithms 

Satoru Ohta 

Toyama Prefectural University, Japan 

Abstract: A folded Clos network (FCN) is the topology often used for data center networks. 

Its performance depends on the flow diffusion algorithm executed at the input/output 

switches. Several algorithms that diffuse flows more equally between links than 

conventional random routing have been proposed in the past. It is expected that those 

algorithms prevent the TCP (transmission control protocol) throughput from decreasing 

due to traffic congestion. However, it is unclear whether these flow diffusion algorithms 

are significantly effective for avoiding throughput degradation of a TCP flow compared 

with conventional random routing. This paper investigates the effectiveness of flow 

diffusion algorithms for TCP throughput through packet-level computer simulation. The 

results confirm that flow diffusion algorithms can efficiently reduce the number of TCP 

flows, the throughputs of which are degraded. 

 

EE018 

 

04:00pm-04:15pm  

Design of Graphene-based Annular Ring Microstrip Antenna Using 

Short-pin Technique for Dual Band Applications 

P. Phonkitiphan, R. Kaewon, K. Pancharoen, P. Silapan, O. 

Watcharakitchakorn 

Silpakorn University, Thailand 

Abstract: In this paper, the design process of an annular ring microstrip antenna using 

graphene material for dual-band applications is proposed. The microstrip antenna is 
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modified using graphene-based annular ring microstrip layers for patch and ground plane 

with FR-4 epoxy substrate in between and simulated by the EMCoS software. The design 

process applied the short-pin technique for the estimation of the return loss, which leads 

to the analysis of the resonant frequency and the dual-band directions. The evaluation 

shows the acceptable performance in the frequency range of two resonant positions with 

the return loss of -29.33 dB at 2.4 GHz in ISM-band and the return loss of -39.49 dB at 

5.3 GHz in C-band. However, the modified antenna offers several advantages such as low 

profile, low cost and small size (40 x 40 mm2). 

 

EE009 

 

04:15pm-04:30pm  

An Efficient Homomorphic Data Encoding With Multiple Secret Hensel 

Codes 

David W. H. A. da Silva, Carlos Paz de Araujo, Edward Chow 

University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, USA 

Abstract: Data encoding is widely used for a variety of reasons. Encoding schemes in 

general serve to convert one form of data to another in order to enhance the efficiency of 

data storage, transmission, computation and privacy, to name just a few. When it comes 

to privacy, data may be encoded to hide its meaning from direct access or encrypted to 

attain a certain security level. If the encoding scheme preserves additive and 

multiplicative homomorphisms, then operations on encoded data may be performed 

without prior decoding, which improves the utility of such mechanism. We introduce a 

probabilistic fully homomorphic encoding scheme that is practical as a stand-alone entry-

level solution to data privacy or as an added component of existing encryption schemes, 

especially those that are deterministic. We demonstrate how the finite segment of p-adic 

numbers can be explored to derive probabilistic multiple secret Hensel codes which 

yields multiple layers of obscurity in an efficient way. Our encoding scheme is compact, 

ultra lightweight and suitable for applications ranging from edge to cloud computing. 

Without significant changes in its mathematical foundation, as a proposed continuation 

of this present work, further investigation can take place in order to confirm if the same 

encoding scheme can be extended to be a standalone secure instance of a fully 

homomorphic encryption scheme. 

 

EE017 

 

04:30pm-04:45pm  

Differential Cryptanalysis of Block Cipher Halka 

Yasutaka Igarashi, Shun Nakazawa, Toshinobu Kaneko 

Tokyo University of Sience, Japan 

Abstract: Halka is a lightweight block cipher proposed by Sourav Das in 2014. The block 

length of Halka is 64 bits and its key length is 80 bits. Halka uses 8-bit S-box for 
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nonlinear permutation and uses bit shuffle for the linear permutation. In the differential 

cryptanalysis by the designers, the number of active S-box at each round is estimated to 

be 2, and differential attack can be mounted up to 5 rounds of Halka. In this article, 

focusing on Halka that has bit shuffle and 1-bit difference of active S-box at each round, 

we derive the new maximum differential characteristic probability (DCP). By analyzing 

trellis diagram of differential trails, we newly find that the maximum DCP of Halka is 260 

for 10 rounds of single trail and 262.58 for 13 rounds of multiple trail, which are the 

results that the designers would not report. 

 

EE020 

 

04:45pm-05:00pm  

Beacon Proximity Based Service in Finding nearby Parking Slot 

Benjawan Srisura 

Assumption University, Thailand 

Abstract: Internet of Thing (IoT) is often embedded as a crucial part of many smart 

systems – especially in recommending a car parking system. The recommendation needs 

to know the current location of the car driver via the mobile application however the 

existing mobile sensors – GPS and Barometer, have not significantly qualified or 

stabilized for delivering a current location.  Therefore, this research proposes a usage of 

installing an IoT location based service – named Beacon, to be a proximity sensor in 

transmitting a current car location for recommending a nearby parking slot the driver via 

mobile application, instead. The proposed system is explained in detail and implemented 

to test its accuracy. In the experiment, the accuracy of recommending a nearby parking 

slot is improved comparing with previous studies. 

 

MR015 

 

05:00pm-05:15pm  

An Adversarial Self-Learning Method for Cross-City Adaptation in 

Semantic Segmentation 

Huachen Yu, Jianming Yang 

Meijo University, Japan 

Abstract: Semantic segmentation is an important task in the visual system of self-driving 

cars. The semantic segmentation models based on the CNN (Convolutional Neural 

Network) trained with the large numbers of annotated labels may not work well at the 

environments different from the training sets due to the domain gap between the train 

and test domains. Just for the reduction of the distance between the source and target 

domains, domain adaptation methods are proposed for the unsupervised training with 

the unlabeled target domain. Not only the reduction of the domain-shift, but we also 
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propose the self-learning method to enhance the predicted probabilities of the target 

domain. To gain more accurate probability maps of the target domain generated from the 

segmentation model which is trained by the source domain, we propose the adversarial 

self-learning method which is consists of the domain adaptation part and self-learning 

part. The adversarial self-learning method can maximize the predicted probabilities for 

the probability maps of the target domain gained from the segmentation model which is 

adapted with the domain adaptation method before the self-learning. With the Cityscapes 

to NTHU cross-city adaptation experiments, we can see that the adversarial self-learning 

method can achieve state-of-the-art results compared with the domain adaptation 

methods proposed in the recent researches. 

 

EE019 

 

05:15pm-05:30pm  

Low-Voltage Ride-Through based on Neuro-Fuzzy for Grid-Connected 

Photovoltaic System 

N. Jaalam, L. V. Tan, N. H. Ramly, L. N. Muhammad, N. L. Ismail, N. L. 

Ramli 

Universiti Malaysia Pahang, University of Malaya, Malaysia 

Abstract: The increasing capacity of grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) over electrical power 

system might lead to voltage sags which affected the consumers and industries. To 

improve this situation, a simple control strategy of reactive power control using neuro-

fuzzy is proposed in this paper to enable voltage regulation in a single-stage grid-

connected PV system. An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model is trained until a 

satisfactory result is obtained. After that, the trained neural network is combined with 

fuzzy logic. During the abnormal condition, the reactive current is controlled to inject 

reactive power for grid support and voltage recovery purpose. The dynamic behaviour of 

the system will be analyzed under a three-phase fault condition via MATLAB/Simulink. 

The simulation result shows that the proposed control strategy using neuro-fuzzy 

controller is effective in compensating desired reactive power during such faults. The 

voltage profile of the system has shown at least 9% of increment in all case studies. A 

swift recovery on the voltage can be achieved as well since the voltage returns to steady-

state immediately when the fault is cleared. 

 

EE401 

 

05:30pm-05:45pm  

The E-mail Spoofing on the Network Layer Protocols and 

Countermeasures Besides the Sender Domain Authentication 

Shigeo Akashi, Yao Tong 

Tokyo University of Science, Japan 
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Abstract: In this paper, it is shown that application of the OSI reference model to the e-

mail spoofing enables us to specify the causal network skills which have been abused 

and that countermeasures against this cybercrime, which are different from the sender 

domain authentication, can be developed.  Firstly, we see that the phenomena which are 

brought about by the e-mail spoofing based on the datalink layer protocols are different 

from the phenomena which are brought about by the e-mail spoofing based on the 

network layer protocols. Secondly, we develop countermeasures which can discriminate 

the network segments where the impersonated e-mail users and the impersonators co-

exist from the network segments where only the non-impersonated e-mail users exist. 

 

SESSION 4 

Mechanical Design and System Control Technology 

03:45pm-06:00pm 

Venue: Meeting Room 3 (2nd floor) 

Chair: Prof. Dong-Won Jung 

Jeju National University, Republic of Korea 
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03:45pm-04:00pm  

System for Monitoring Blood Flow and Prevention of Jamming 

Peripheral Arteries 

Kamil Kamieński, Maciej Rećko, Kazimierz Dzierżek 

Bialystok University of Technology, Poland 

Abstract: The paper presents an experiment and design process of a smart monitoring 

system to prevent jamming of peripheral arteries. The problem to solve is provision of a 

tool for constant and non-intrusive monitoring of the blood flow state within limbs. First 

an introduction and consideration of the best possible sensor to use in the system is 

presented. Authors decided on using an oxypulsometer. Following an experiment of the 

suitability of a selected sensor towards usage in the system is presented. The experiment 

involved search of the most suitable placement of the sensor. Based on the analyses, 

conclusions are drawn, as the area between mid-arm and wrist is the most suitable for 

jamming detection. A watch like device is considered the best solution to the problem. 

Concluding, we were able to develop monitoring device capable of jamming detection, we 

also cast predictions towards future development of the system. 
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04:00pm-04:15pm  

Research on Haptic Generating Control Law for SBW by Impedance 

Control using Model Matching Assumed Shared Control Usage 

Toshio Ohta, Jianming Yang, Kyouka Yasuzumi, Kenji Takahata 

Meijo University, Japan 

Abstract: Regarding HMI (Human Machine Interface) related research on automatic 

driving, the safety, driver acceptability, and transporter function research on domestic 

demand is a trend. Originally, Vehicle means a vehicle that a person manipulates, which 

means an aircraft, a car, a bicycle, or a ship. In the HMI related research on automatic 

driving, there are few research on the interaction between HMI that has made this basic 

function (driving pleasure) explicit. The reason is that the aim to drive a car is young and 

old and weak, the skill and the use of the car are all different, and it is enclosed with the 

greatest common denominator that is safe rather than responding to it individually. It is 

SBW (Steer By Wire), SAS (Stability Augmentation System), CAS (Control Augmentation 

System) that realize it., and these are configured MM (Model Matching), State Observer, 

Haptic Generating (Tactile feeling). Furthermore, when switching from automatic 

operation to manual operation, whether to be able to transition from automatic operation 

to manual operation safely becomes a problem. Proposed steering control system, by 

model matching, the steering reaction force desired response is realized by linear 

combination of the impedance (Inertance, Mobility, Stiffness) of the steering mechanism 

(generation of a haptic queue) model. We have developed and implemented the Haptic 

Generating steering mechanism in the steering reaction mechanism of the HMI 

evaluation simulator which remodeled the small car. Autonomous driving has been 

polarized, with one aiming at advanced automated driving levels 4 and 5 for commercial 

vehicles (such as trucks responsible for logistics) and the other being shared control 

based on partial driving automation level 2 for personal vehicles. This is a development 

aiming to fun driving a car together such as human and horse. We are studying not only 

HMI (Human Machine Interface) but also stability and robustness of vehicle control 

system for the latter shared control. On this paper, we report on the feasibility of haptic 

control by impedance control as a result of research on the authority transfer method to 

shift from automatic operation to manual operation of shared control, which is integrated 

with haptic control by impedance control. 

 

MR018 

 

04:15pm-04:30pm  

A Hand-Held Teleoperation Device for the Control of the Mars Rover 

Analogue Manipulator 

Adam Przemysław Buczyłowski, Maciej Rećko, Adam Wolniakowski, 

Karol Haraburda 

Bialystok University of Technology, Poland 
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Abstract: In this work, we introduce a teleoperation device (the Glove) designed for the 

purpose of addressing the problem of controlling a robotic arm mounted on a Mars rover 

analogue. We present the design of the device, the control scheme for translating the 

Glove gestures into robot movements and the results from the experimental validation of 

the device performance. 

 

EE028 

 

04:30pm-04:45pm  

Feature Selection to Improve Performance of Yield Prediction in Hard 

Disk Drive Manufacturing 

Anusara Hirunyawanakul, Nuntawut Kaoungku, Nittaya Kerdprasop, 

Kittisak Kerdprasop 

Suranaree University of Technology, Thailand 

Abstract: Hard disk drive (HDD) manufacturing is one real-world application area that 

machine learning has been extensively adopted for problem solving. However, most 

problem solving activities in HDD industry tackle on failure root-cause analysis task. 

Machine learning is rarely applied in a task of yield prediction. This research presents the 

application of machine learning and statistical techniques to select appropriate features 

to be used in yield prediction for the HDD manufacturing process. The seven well-known 

algorithms are used in the feature selection step. These algorithms are decision tree (C5 

and CART), support vector machine (SVM), stepwise regression, genetic algorithm (GA), 

chi-square and information gain. The two prominent learning algorithms, multiple linear 

regression (MLR) and artificial neural networks (ANN), are used in the yield prediction 

modeling step. Yield prediction performance has been assessed based on the two 

evaluation metrics: root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). Yield 

prediction with MLR shows higher accuracy than yield estimation traditionally performed 

by human engineers. Resulting to conclusion that the proposed novel learning steps can 

help HDD process engineers to predict yield with the better performance, especially on 

applying GA as feature selection tool, the MAE is reduced from 0.014 (yield estimated by 

human engineer) to 0.0059 (yield predicted by MLR). That means error reduction is about 

60%. 

 

EE033 

 

04:45pm-05:00pm  

Ultrahigh Skin-conformal and Biodegradable Graphene-based Flexible 

Sensor for Measuring ECG Signal 

Nan Wu, Hui Liu, Shu Wan, Shi Su, Haizhou Huang, Litao Sun 

Southeast University, China 

Abstract: With the development of information technology as well as the arrival of the age 

of big data, researchers and engineers begin to pay attention to personal health data and 
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biomedical electronics. At this time, real-time monitoring of the physiological signal of 

humans, such as electrocardiograph (ECG) signal, becomes vital to human beings. 

However, the traditional (Ag/AgCl) electrode has a couple of disadvantages such as poor 

stability, material waste, and heavy metal pollution. Here, our group has proposed a novel 

flexible ECG sensor, which is fabricated of graphene and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) film via 

double transfer technique. In this electrode, graphene has been introduced as an active 

layer, while PVA film is served as a flexible electrode substrate. As a result, this whole 

sensor exhibits excellent mechanical and electrical properties and it can be biodegraded 

after use. The flexible sensor has a Young’s modulus of 8.598 MPa, a maximum strain of 

135%, and a resistivity of 35.88Ω•m. Additionally, its resistance fluctuated within 20% 

strain. Then, an ancillary signal processing circuit is designed for analog signal collecting 

from the flexible sensor. The digital signal processing system is programmed including 

analog digital converter (ADC), microprocessor, signal transmission, and mobile 

application software. In conclusion, the whole system achieves the measurement and 

display of ECG signal in real-time and offers a better solution for biomedical electronics in 

the future. 

 

MR020 

 

05:00pm-05:15pm  

Filament for a 3D Printer from PET Bottles- Simple Machine 

Igor Tylman, Kazimierz Dzierżek 

Bialystok University of Technology, Poland 

Abstract: The first part of the article shows the process of preparation of the material 

from bottles, also mechanical construction created mostly from 3D printed parts. The 

second part of the article shows an electrical and electronic system, that is responsible 

for temperature controlling, filament winding speed control, head cooling and heating. 

The third part of the article shows the filament creation process and machine operation. 

The last part of the paper shows experimental results, comparison of features and 

parameters, for example, temperature resistance, tensile strength test or physical 

structure with popular filaments available on the market. 
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05:15pm-05:30pm  

Experimental Investigations on Incremental Sheet Forming of 

Commercial Aluminum Alloys for Maximum Production Quality 

Mohanraj Murugesan, Muhammad Sajjad, Dong Won Jung 

Jeju National University, South Korea 
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Abstract: Single point incremental sheet forming (SPIF) process got a great attraction 

among other existed sheet metal forming processes because of their flexibility to 

manufacture complex products. Mass manufacturing can be achieved in terms of small-

batch production and prototype products. The work material is formed into the expected 

mechanical parts using design tools by causing the plastic deformations at the contact 

locations with the help of designed contour paths. The objective of this research work is 

to study the formability of commercial aluminum alloy material under various test 

conditions for investigating the production quality in terms of dimensional accuracy and 

surface roughness. During the experiments, the wooden cubes are used as a base plate 

configuration for controlling the free stretching during the forming process. The aluminum 

alloy material mechanical properties are adopted and integrated into the finite element 

(FE) code. The tool paths for truncated cone shape are modeled in Fusion 360 software, 

and the coordinates are converted into 3D punch tool coordinates by the tool path 

generation framework tool for modeling the numerical simulation. In numerical modeling, 

three kinds of mesh settings are used to construct the mesh for producing consistent 

results. Afterward, the obtained results are tested against the experimental observations 

and the desired parts dimensions to confirm the accuracy of the established FE model. 

Thickness variations in the formed parts are discussed in detail in terms of the thinning 

area, thinning location, and its size in percentage. A comparison of tested geometries 

displays that reduction in thickness tends to be uniform in the wall region and small 

fluctuation noticed near the tool retraction location. Overall, the numerical results of the 

SPIF process are well agreement with the experimental measurements in terms of 

geometry dimensions and thickness reduction. In addition, the surface roughness was 

noticed to be increased when the step size is more extensive, and on the other hand, the 

machining time tends to be more if the contour step size is small in the SPIF process. 

 

MR014 

 

05:30pm-05:45pm  

Robust Position Control of SM-PMSM Based on a Sliding Mode 

Current Observer 

José André Robles Loro 

Universidad Nacional de Ingeniería, Perú 

Abstract: This paper propose a reduced-order sliding mode controller based on a sliding 

mode observer applied to a surface mounted permanent magnet synchronous motor 

(SM-PMSM). The external disturbances are considered in the design of the controller in 

order to provide good results and accuracy of the system. Additionally, the corresponding 

observer is used to estimate the rotor position. Simulations and experiment results are 

shown to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed controller and observer. 
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05:45pm-06:00pm  

Longitudinal Bow Estimation of U-Shape Profile in Cold Roll Formed for 

Commercial Aluminum Alloys 

Muhammad Sajjad, Mohanraj Murugesan, Dong Won Jung 

Jeju National University, South Korea 

Abstract: Due to the increasing demand for improvement in automobile industries makes 

a new way for the manufacturing processes which is having the safety of laborers, energy 

efficient and low cost. The emergence of new alloys makes these manufacturing 

processes more interesting for all areas of automotive and structural applications. New 

aluminum alloy can achieve the same strength as well as effectively reduce the material 

thickness while having perfect corrosion resistance. The demand for new materials 

forming technique has been widely increased in the market, so the insiders pay close 

attention to new technology. Roll forming is the method for these alloys to deform into its 

final shape with a smooth surface and good tolerance. In this paper, we have set up two 

kinds of roll forming models for the U-shape profile of Aluminum Alloy AA5052 using LS-

DYNA software in the cold roll forming process (CLFP). UBECO PROFILE software is used 

for the numerical modeling of flower pattern and roll configuration of CLFP. In one 

experiment configuration normal forming is happened in a natural way with no extra 

modification to control the longitudinal bow defect while in the second model the 

supporting stand is used at the end of the rolling process in order to minimize the 

longitudinal bow of the final shape. The sheets in both two models have been measured 

the contour bow defect of displacement and the stress are used to analyze the 

deformation of the sheet. From the results, it was concluded that the supporting stand 

plays an important role in minimizing the longitudinal bow defect in the cold roll forming 

process. 
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POSTER PRESENTATION ABSTRACTS 

Note: 

 Poster session will be held simultaneously with the afternoon coffee break 

 Authors are supposed to be present for their posters during the poster session. 

 Session photo will be taken at the end of each session. 

 The certificate for poster presentations will be handed out by session chair at the end of each 

session. 

 To show respect to other authors, especially to encourage the student authors, we strongly suggest 

you attend the whole session 

 

POSTER SESSION  

03:15pm-03:45pm 

Venue: Meeting Room 1 (2nd floor) 

 

EE013 

 

Fall Detection, Location and Identification for Elderly Institution 

Kristine Joyce P. Ortiz, Allerick I. Martin 

Malayan Colleges Laguna, Philippines 

Abstract: This paper focused on the development of a system that could detect and 

locate falls, and identify the victims in a short period of time. The system used triaxial-

accelerometer in detecting a fall, signal strengths from access points in locating the 

position, and media access control (MAC) addresses in identifying the name of the victim. 

Wemos D1 was used as the microcontroller in measuring and averaging signal strengths, 

computing the resultant acceleration coming from the MPU6050 triaxial-accelerometer 

and sending the values together with the MAC address to the database. The software 

developed accesses the database, computes for the location, and displays the outputs to 

the user while sounding an alarm. To test its functionality, different categories of testing 

were conducted. The fall function was tested and produced a recall of 100% and a 

precision of 97.5%. The response time was measured by how much time it took from the 

event of the fall to the software displaying the location and sounding the alarm. The 

computed average response time was 1.1128 seconds and was considered low and fast 

enough. The displaying of the location was tested while considering the size of the area of 

the testing. The area considered had the size of 10 m by 6 m and the test produced 

accuracies of 82.8% and 90% on x and y axes respectively. This means that the margin of 
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error for the x-axis was 1.72 m and 0.6 m on the y-axis. In the end, the fall detection 

system was able to perform its function and provide reliable output that could help elderly 

institution, as well as elderly people, to lessen the risks and consequences of a fall. 

 

EE014 

 

Multi-order Miniaturized Dual Transmission Zeros HTS Filter Without 

Cross Coupling 

Liguo Zhou, Yanshuang Han, Hang Wu, Zhihe Long, Hui Li, Tianliang 

Zhang 

University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, China 

Abstract: A Miniaturized high temperature superconducting filter applied to mobile 

communication is designed based on a novel double-folded microstrip hairpin resonator 

which can be used to adjust the intensity of electromagnetic coupling. The filter has the 

characteristics of small size and a pair of transmission zeros to improve out-of-band 

suppression without cross coupling. According to the theory of complex electromagnetic 

coupling, the circuit structure of the double folded microstrip hairpin resonator is 

analyzed. By adjusting the lengths of different circuit parts of the microstrip resonator, 

the exchange of electromagnetic coupling characteristics can be realized, thus 

introducing transmission zeros. At the same time, the mutual cancellation of 

electromagnetic coupling can reduce the distance between resonators, so the overall size 

of the filter is reduced. A double transmission zeros miniaturized microstrip HTS 11-order 

filter with the center frequency of 1300MHz and bandwidth of 200MHz without cross-

coupling is designed. The measured  indexes of the filter at 77 K: the center frequency is 

1300 MHz,  3 dB relative bandwidth is 15%, in-band insertion loss is less than 0.25 dB, 

the size is 24.81 mm 11.60 mm (0.26λgc 0.12λgc), and out-of-band rejection is more 

than 70dB. The overall size test results are consistent with the simulation results. 
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Individual Load Monitoring of Appliances for Home Energy 

Management System 

Maria Criselda B. Loyola, Jeremiah O. Joson, Lance Bryan D. Salvador 

Malayan Colleges Laguna, Philippines 

Abstract: Home energy management starts with a monitoring system for the user to 

become aware of how much energy he/she consumes over a period of time and a 

controlling system that maximizes energy efficiency. There are two methods of load 

monitoring used in analyzing loads in residential installations and one of them is intrusive 

load monitoring (ILM). This study was aimed to create an energy management system 
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focusing on individual load monitoring of household appliances through ILM 

implementation. Wireless network technology was also utilized for data transmission and 

access, using Raspberry Pi 3B+ and SenseTecnic cloud host. The notification feature of 

the system, done through a cloud-based communication platform Twilio, is 100% 

successful in performing its function.  Energy consumption behavior model equations for 

specific types of appliance loads were generated using regression analysis. All equations 

have relatively good fit, with R squared of 85% - 94%, and low standard error, except for 

the equation representing the variable load with sporadic consumption pattern. 

Nonetheless, there is 99% confidence in the accuracy of the energy consumption 

behavior. On the other hand, electric consumption of the entire smart meter costs 

PHP34.051 only for a month of operation. This only suggests that the system will not 

significantly contribute to the entire household electric energy consumption cost. 
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